Low allele frequency of MLH1 D132H in American colorectal and endometrial cancer patients.
Hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer is caused by mutations in DNA mismatch repair genes, predominantly MLH1 and MSH2. Classic MLH1 mutations cause an approximately 20-fold increase in colorectal cancer susceptibility. Recently, we identified a hypomorphic allele, MLH1 D132H , which impairs, but does not completely eliminate the function of MLH1 in tumor suppression. MLH1 D132H confers an approximately fivefold increase in colorectal cancer susceptibility and was first described in a cohort of Israeli colorectal cancer patients, with an estimated allele frequency of 1.3 percent. Because MLH1 D132H has only recently been described, the ethnic distribution of this risk allele is not well understood. This study was undertaken to determine both the frequencies of this risk allele in ethnic groups outside of Israel and whether families harboring this mutation have susceptibility to extracolonic cancers in the hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer spectrum. We genotyped two independent cohorts: 629 population-based colorectal cancer patients ascertained from clinics in Orange, Imperial, and San Diego Counties, and 515 endometrial cancer patients ascertained from gynecologic oncology clinics in the Midwestern United States. MLH1 D132H was not detected in either study cohort, which together totaled more than 1,100 American colorectal cancer and endometrial cancer patients. The MLH1 D132H risk variant has significantly lower allele frequency in American compared with Israeli cancer patients and, alone, is unlikely to explain significant amounts of American sporadic colorectal cancer or uterine cancer susceptibility. Genetic testing for the MLH1 D132H allele exclusively is therefore unlikely to be cost effective for genetic risk assessment in American population-based and clinic-based colorectal cancer and endometrial cancer patients.